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Details of Visit:

Author: Robert12
Location 2: Bayswater
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 8 Nov 2014 20:45
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.satisfactionlondon.com
Phone: 07527700600

The Premises:

Easy to find, discreet entrance. Plenty of parking or near to various tube stations I noted. Very
clean, modern, well set and a romantic atmosphere with candles and incense.

The Lady:

Other reviews have described Angel as beautiful and they are so right. Simply stunning, from the
tips of her toes to the top of her silken hair and completely natural beauty. Amazingly though Angel
has no attitude and doesn't seem to realise just how beautiful and drop dead gorgeous she is, which
just adds to her allure; yet Angel is genuinely friendly and warm. I was bowled over by how lovely
she looked opening the door is some delightfully naughty lingerie and almost had to pinch myself to
believe she was real! Her body is amazing, velvet soft skin, luscious soft lips and dark mesmerising
eyes. Angel is a class above the rest, particularly some girls who have recently increased their
prices to the same level; they just don't come close. On top of being divine in every way Angel has
an entrancing and delightful voice - it mesmerises you into a dream like state!

The Story:

Angel has the perfect attitude; she seems to sense what you like and how to make you relax,
offering herself up for your pleasure and to dine on. A mixture between GFE and a raunchy wild
style if you prefer. I cannot recall a better experience in every deparment and every way and unlike
many offers you OWO if you prefer and will let you enjoy every part of her gorgeous body. If you like
to dine well and she will be best meal you ever have to satisfy any desire. Coupling with Angel felt
heavenly, she is tight and wet and if only such moments would never end as she has a natural way
that everything just flows smoothly for one course to the next. An hour zipped by and I can see why
many punters extend their bookings and it is difficult to decide on more regualar bookings or longer
sessions! You could spend hours with this lady. Pure unadultered pleasure and the most wonderful
time. I would highly recommend and will most certainly be back; mental note to admonish one's self
for not visiting earlier! Thank you Angel, you truly are an angel. x
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